Fluorescence intermittency from the main plant light-harvesting complex: sensitivity to the local environment.
The time-resolved fluorescence intensity fluctuations from single, immobilized complexes of the main light-harvesting complex (LHCII) of plants were investigated in different pH environments close to room temperature and under different light conditions. The efficiency of light harvesting, which was represented by complexes typically residing for long periods in strongly fluorescing states, was significantly reduced by decreasing the pH or increasing the incident photon flux. The same environmental changes significantly increased the switching frequency between strongly and weakly fluorescing states. The environmental dependence became more evident when the various accessed intensity levels were first resolved, a technique that significantly reduced the obscuring effect of shot noise. The strong environmental sensitivity suggests that the immediate environment of an LHCII complex can modulate the amount of energy dissipation. A simple model illustrates how this may be achieved: the dynamic equilibrium between the strongly and weakly fluorescing states can be shifted by environmentally controlling the conformational diffusion on the potential energy surface of LHCII.